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HALACHIC AND HASHKAFIC ISSUES IN

CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
109 - WHAT IS HASHKAFA AND WHERE DOES IT COME FROM?
OU ISRAEL CENTER - FALL 2018

A] DEFINING HASHKAFA

ohhbg ,ub,n jf kusda '(uy:uf ohrcs) lase iugnn vpheavn .uj vgrk trenca vpeav kf - ousx hbp kg upheahu
ohnjrk zdur ,sn lpuva

1.

zy:jh erp ,hatrc h"ar

Hashkafa means ‘outlook from a high position’, here used in the context of the melachim looking down over Sedom.
Rashi brings the idea from Chazal that ‘hashkafa’ brings with it a harsh or critical connotation.

'uhkg ;eua ,ksva hbpn (cf:ch ,una) ";uean" treb ;ueanv ifu 'vfn iuak tuva hbpn vgrk thv vpeav hf ogyvu aurhp
- ihsv ,sn lpvn tuva ohhbg ,ub,n in .uj 'vgrk tuv vzu 'rcsv kg jfc vfn tuva hbpn vgrk tuv vpeav iuak kf lfhpku
vcuyk

2.

zy:jh ,hatrc kg vhrt rud rpx
The Maharal links the expression to the word ;uean - the lintel of the door which is so called since the door bangs on it.
Hashkafa is a theoretical construct - a way of viewing things in abstract which is of necessity critical and demanding. The practical
application of hashkafic principles is often less ideal and more compromised. But at least hashkafa helps us to ‘think straight’ even if
we can’t always put that into full practice.

3.

....................

sne wng wc ekj rua hkg rpx
Rav Wolbe understood that there is in fact NO authentic Jewish concept of ‘hashkafa’. It is an idea imported from the
German concept of weltanschauung. Authentic Torah values come only from the world of halacha.
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B] FINDING HASHKAFA IN CHUMASH
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4.
jh:u ohrcs

One of the mitzvot is to do what is ‘upright and good’. Why is this a separate mitzvah - aren’t all of the mitzvot meant to
be yashar and tov? How are we to judge whether our idea of what is straight and good is in accordance with God’s?

rat uh,usgu uh,uej runa,a rnt vkj,n hf 'vzc vbuufvu /ihsv ,ruan ohbpku vrap uz urnt 'vph arsn vzc ubh,ucrku
hta hpk 'kusd ihbg vzu :rahvu cuyv cvut tuv hf 'uhbhgc rahvu cuyv ,uagk l,gs i, lum tk ratc od rnth v,gu 'lum
rhfzva hrjt kct 'okf ,ubhsnvu cuahv hbue,u ub,nu utan kfu uhgru uhbfa og ostv ,udvbv kf vru,c rhfzvk rapt
tmuhfu ' oue, vcha hbpn 'arj kke, tk 'lgr os kg sung, tku 'ruy, tku oue, tk 'khfr lk, tk iudf 'vcrv ovn
ihsv ,ruan ohbpku vrapv vzc xbfha sg 'rcs kfc rahvu cuyv vagha kkf lrsc rnuk rzj 'ivc

5.

oa i"cnr

The Ramban explains that, although the Torah includes hundreds of mitzvot and thousands of details, it could not
possibly legislate specifically for every case in every time and place. It therefore includes this general mitzvah bein
adam lechavero which requires us to be fair and honest and use our moral and ethical judgement in all circumstances.
This is a parallel to the mitzvah of ‘kedoshim tihiyu’ (see Vayikra 19:2) in mitzvot bein adam lemakom. A person might be a gross
glutton and get drunk all day eating kosher meat and drinking kosher wine and never technically break any mitzvah. Kedoshim tihiyu
comes to tell us that we have an overriding obligations to be ‘holy’ - i.e. to follow the spirit of the law and be bigger people. So too in
interpersonal relations, we must not allow the letter of the law to deflect us from the spirit of the law.
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6.

c:yh trehu

kgc tmnh f"t 'ihhvu racv ,khftu u,atc aht vthcv vrh,vu ohruxtv ohkftncu ,uhrgc vrhvzv vru,v hf ihbgvu
',ukcbv kfc ubumrf rcshu 'unk rac hkkuzc ihh htcuxc ,uhvku ',ucrv uhab ut u,at ,nzc ;uya ,uhvk ouen vut,v
o,ut rxta ohruxhtv yrpa hrjt 'cu,fv tc lfhpk :vru,v ,uarc kcb vhvh vbvu 'vru,c vz ruxht rfzuv tka
hyrp ,rvzt hrjt hf 'vzc tmuhfc kukfku yurpk vru,v lrs vzu ////// ,ur,unv in ohaurp vhvba hkkf rcsc vumu 'hrndk
,uca, rntba hkkf vagc ohjryvu utkc ,uftknv rxt ',cav ihbgc ifu //// cuyvu rahv ,hagu kkfc rnt ////ihbhsv

7.

c:yh trehu i"cnr

The methodology of the Torah is to supplement the details of mitzvah with Torah ‘meta-principles’ which provide the
context and backdrop to our practice of the mitzvot generally and sets the ‘spirit’ of the law.
Consider also the Ramban’s understanding1 of ‘Shabbaton’ as a positive ‘meta-mitzva’ which defines the broader concept of rest and
renewal on Shabbat and Chag, beyond the more technical negative definition of the melachot.
Overriding hashkafic ‘meta-principles’ stressed by the Torah multiple times could include (but without limitation):• sensitivity for the weak and underprivileged.
• enforcing justice.
• not to focus on material gain as a life goal.
• that our role in this world is one of giving and mesirut nefesh, not personal gain.
• that we champion the concept of delayed gratification - olam haba.
• the centrality of Eretz Yisrael and the importance of fighting to protect it.
• striving for shalom, particularly in the relationship between man and woman.
• belief in an ultimate redemption for the world and working to achieve that end.
• the centrality of Torah and Torah learning.
• achieving personal purity and sanctity in act, word and thought.
• that there is a metaphysical reality which goes beyond the world around us.
Notwithstanding his uneasiness with the concept of ‘hashkafa’, Rav Wolbe (Alei Shor 2:1) explains that Chazal and the Rambam
consistently stress the need to identify ‘klalim’ - overriding principles - which we use to inform our Torah observance.2 This gives us
context and allows us to ‘see the wood and not just the trees’. The structure of the Talmud Bavli - an organic mix of halachic and
aggadata - is testimony to the stress on providing context for practical mitzvah observance.
1. In his comments on Vayikra 23:24
2. The line between meta-halachic klalim and hashkafic principles is difficult to define. To some degree, this may be an issue of semantics. Hashkafa is more abstract and further
removed from the practical world of halacha.
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So what is hashkafa? Here is one possible definition:“Hashkafa” is an understanding of the overarching principles of Torah, which informs and gives context to our mitzvah observance.
Given the details of daily life and the halachic norms which apply to them, hashkafa is the methodology by which those details and
norms are weighed against each other to produce a psak, which is not only halachically correct, but which also resonates with the spirit
of the Torah.
The specific blend, emphasis and weighting of different hashkafic principles will produce a certain ‘sound’, rather like the blending of
treble and bass tones in a graphic equilizer. Following this analogy, the shortcut modern references to ‘hashkafa’, as in Charedi,
Religious Zionist, Modern Orthodox etc, will be akin to ‘presets’ where a particular balance of tones is saved in advance and can then
be activated at the touch of a button.

C] FINDING HASHKAFA IN MIDRASH

vhvu rnta hn ,t rhfn v,t lf lu,na - vsdv sunk ?okugv vhvu rnta hn ,t rhfvk lbumrw :ohrnut ,usdv harus
wuhfrsc ecsnu okugv

8.

yn texhp ceg ,arp ohrcs hrpx

Chazal stress that Midrash is a window into developing a relationship with and recognition of God.

ihtu ,ufkv ushc aha hn kf /vnfj ka ogy ogy tk ,ufkv ushc ihtu arsn ushc aha hn kf rnut xjbp ic ejmh hcr
aha kf /ihhuzn ubhtu rucd vz ,ufkv ushc ihtu arsn ushc aha kf rnut vhv tuv /tyj ,trh ka ogy ogy tk arsn ushc
ihhuznu rucd vzu vz ushc ah /ushc ihhzu akj arsn ushc ihtu ,ufkv ushc

9.

yf erp t tjxub i,b hcrs ,uct

Halacha is a key source of wisdom and intellectual development. As such, it is an incredibly powerful tool, but it does
not necessarily build the person internally. For that they need midrash - a window into the creative, imaginative, rich
and more holistic world of hashkafa.
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10.

s:dk ,hatrc

wr uk rnt /uck kfc ueabu vgav v,utc uhnjr urnfba snkn //// rzgkt ic a"rt /uhkg sueb 'uveahu u,trek uag .rhu y
ka uhbha uveu aha ka cegh ubhct ka urtum vagbu ufabk tkt ueabk tc tka snkn tkt ?!uhkg sueb vnk if ot htbh
uhbha kg vfuc vzu urtum kg vfuc vz tktufchu k", vnu /gar u,ut

11.

y:jg varp jkahu ,arp (tbkhu) vcr ,hatrc

One example of a ‘hashkafa-focused’ midrash is that of Esav kissing/biting Ya’acov and the later’s neck turning to stone
to break Esav’s teeth. This could be read as a fundamental primer in how to filter the negative of non-Jewish culture,
when the non-Jewish world comes to kiss and not kill us. Although there is poison in the embrace, rather than reject the
hug, we convert our neck (which connects our worlds of action and thought) to ‘stone’, which is impervious to tumah
impurity. We can then ‘filter’ the messages coming through and remove the sting, whilst keeping the honey.

D] CAN YOU DECIDE YOUR OWN BLEND OF HASHKAFA?

tvh ukhptu 'vru,v in oh,nv ,hhj,k ihhbn inek trndc ibharss oharsnc rpufa - vru,v in oh,nv ,hhj, iht rnutv
ubk vn - vru,v in oh,nv ,hhj, aha reugu khtuv /tuv rpuf - t,hhrutc tzhnr tks tkt oh,nv uhjha ihntnu vsun
tuv rund rpuf lfkv ?tuv ifa gsuh tuv ifhvn hfu ?!u,buntku

12.

/m ihrsvbx h"ar

Here, Rashi stresses that correct hashkafot must be based on the Torah sources. Beliefs which are rooted other than in
the Torah sources are an irrelevant - even if they happen to be true! The absorption of Torah hashkafa from the sources
is what we call ‘Da’at Torah’.
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Were there no genuine gadol who had subscribed to the core halachic positions of what is roughly denominated modern
Orthodoxy, ordinary rabbis and laymen would be hard put to cling to them. In the absence of an imprimatur from any Shofet
Shebeyamecha whatsoever, it would be difficult, if not impossible, to justify adoption of norms and values in defiance of a
wall-to-wall phalanx of gedolei Israel. Such action would simply be regarded as an error...
One’s contemporary authority no doubt bases himself largely, and perhaps selectively, upon classical predecessors. But the
ordinary person must base himself upon a Shofet Shebeyamecha.
Even if we should assume that, at the personal level, a moderate lamdan may, and perhaps must, act in accordance with his
own informed and conscientious reading of the sources - a dubious proposition in its own right - surely no course could be
championed in the public sphere. Who, however imagines this to be the case? Only the ignorant and the arrogant .....
... with respect to the major issues generally perceived as critical to a modern orthodox weltanschauung, the Rav z’l took a
clear position, so that, in a meaningful sense, he can indeed be regarded as both patron and advocate of that orientation. ....
Hence, he can be rightly regarded as a legitimizing authority for the modern Orthodox Jew at his best ....
Those who identify with his worldview and halachic orientation can rightly regard their similar views as legitimized by his
authority - with the proviso, of course, that they generally submit to that authority. They need not routinely accept any jot and
tittle of his every ruling ... They should, however, meaningfully identify themselves as his followers.

Rav Aharon Lichtenstein: Legitimization of Modernity - Classical and Contemporary, Engaging Modernity - The Orthodox
Forum 1997 p18

Rav Lichtenstein sees the adoption of a halachic position as dependant upon a gadol beYisrael adopting that position and
‘cr lk vag’ as a means of identifying with such an authority.

14.

However, there are many who contend that the primary issues are, rather, matters of hashkafa, to which authority per se is far
less relevant, and with respect to which recourse to the classical sources is arguably self-sufficient. This brings us to the
familiar shibboleth of da’at Torah. ....
I find the ... view that gedolei Torah are professional experts whose authority and wisdom can ordinarily be regarded as
confined to the area of their technical proficiency, simply inconceivable. Our abiding historical faith in the efficacy of Torah as
a pervasive ennobling, informing and enriching force dictates adoption of the concept of da’at Torah in some form or
measure.
ibid p20

On hashkafic issues, he also subscribes, at least to some degree, to the concept of Da’at Torah.

hrag anjc hakavu 'anju ohgcav uvban 'zujt ohanjc vfz sjta ah /ohzujtc kct - vru, ,gs ah ub,tn sjt kfk
rjxn ,gs 'vxbrp ,gs - ,urjt ,ugs ot hf vru, ,gsn tk ov sjtu sjt kf kmt ohr,ubv ohzujtv kct /zujt
,gsk eru lt urfn,vu okugv hkcv kf ovhkgn uerpa 'rusv hkusd kmt er tumnk rapt zujt vtnc vru, ,gs////
vru,

15.

(f e ng x a,) ohrntn .cue

Rav Elchanan Wasserman explains that all of us have some element of Da’at Torah. Pure Da’at Torah (and thus the
source of legitimate hashkafa) can only come from Gedolei Torah, whose minds are solely focussed on Torah.
It seems therefore that hashkafot are legitimately held where they are professed by the followers of a gadol beTorah who espoused
such views. This would certainly relate for example to the hashkafot espoused by such great Torah figures as the Chafetz Chaim, Rav
S.R. Hirsch, Rav Kook and Rav Soloveitchik. How would it apply however to more ‘modern’ hashkafot espoused by some groups today?
Can hashkafa be synthesized?

16.

‘To what extent, if at all, is it legitimate to base a cohesive modern Orthodox worldview upon selection of elements from the
thought of various authorities - for example, Rabbi D.Z. Hoffman on academic scholarship, Rav Hirsch on humanism, and Rav
Kook on Zionism?’ Implicit in this formulation is the assumption that modern sanction is vital, the only question being
whether it can be attained eclectically. .... with reference to the halakhic realm ... the sanction to subscribe to a minority view
derives from the reliance upon an authority to whom one is, in some meaningful way, attached, to the point of being part of his
societal or ideological community. What kind of adherence is there however, if one accepts convenient psakim and deserts
his authority when one discerns choicer pickings elsewhere? Hence, to presumed votaries of dissenting orientations,
eclecticism poses a special difficulty. .....
Transposing these criteria to the axiological sphere ... is clearly applicable to machshavah no less than to Halakhah. A person
who subscribed to Rav Kook’s Zionist ideology but preferred the Satmar Rav’s view on secular Jews would be as hard put to
rely on his hetter on shemittah as one who rejected his pesakim regarding ribbit or the status of agunot .
However, at least one major qualification can be suggested. I do not believe that, in order to be regarded as a disciple, one
must derive his comprehensive philosophical sustenance from a single authority. Certainly, one can draw wisdom and
inspiration from varied sources and blend them within his own spiritual orbit.
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The crucial question is where one’s presumed master stands with respect to what one has imbibed elsewhere. If he is
sympathetic or oblivious, if he related to the area in question with detached geniality or consigns it to benign neglect, surely
one may and possibility should turn to others who have studied the matter in depth and feel passionately about it. However, if
the positions sought elsewhere are vigorously opposed by one’s mentor - especially if they are challenged on ideological
grounds as possibly illicit - adherence to them severely strains supposed affinity and the right capitalize upon it. Could a
votary of astrology readily claim reliance upon the Rambam with respect to the allegorical hermeneutics? ... No relation to the
Rav would have been strained over territorial compromise. Historicistic psychologization of Halakhah would have been
another story, however.
... the motivational factor is equally applicable. Whatever one may think of the wisdom of collecting masters - with respect to
talmud Torah, Hazal saw both pros and cons - the legitimacy of this course appears to me beyond reproach. The impetus is
crucial, however. How can we fault a person who composes a mosaic out of elements drawn from various sources, each of
which has been culled because of its resonance with his or her profoundest Jewish instincts? If, on the other hand, one has
selected elements because they are the hashkafic equivalent of kulot, state-of-the-art philosophically correct, and culturally
convenient, the eclectic quest is thoroughly reproachable.
ibid p24, 28

17.

Ideological eclecticism per se is thoroughly legitimate. There is no a priori reason to object to the selective gathering, properly
motivated, of hashkafic components from various Torah thinkers and to the attempt to fuse these into a coherent worldview.
However, an important qualifying distinction should be borne in mind. If the elements gathered are thoroughly grounded in
indigenous tradition - of which, in effect, they severally constitue a rendering - the quest can be pursued without reservation.
If, however, they are accretions appended to tradition, let the selector beware. ....
Let me emphasize that I do not advance this distinction out of the rejection of accretions per se. The caveat relates to the
eclectic aspect. It is perfectly legitimate for individuals profoundly committed to Torah to employ categories of their ambient
intellectual culture in dealing with major religious issues and to integrate aspects of that culture into their thought and
experience, while yet recognizing that these elements indeed have originated outside their Torah orbit. .... Collected
appendages are something else. ...
The issue is not only quantitative but qualitative ... The identical ‘modern’ component assumes very different meaning when
transposed from the world of a profoundly traditional thinker, for whom it may be singular, to that of a reforming modernist....
Above all, if one is to engage in philosophic eclecticism, he must be animated by a unifying and synergizing Torah
commitment, through which organic integration into a meaningful world-order can take place. It cannot be recommended if
the result is potpourri and flux - even less so, if it is conducted in a spirit which, essentially, builds a weltanshauung out of
secular materials and regards normative halakhah as a complex of obstacles to be circumvented. If context and proportion
are disregarded, we may find ourselves grappling with the conundrum posed by Roman legists: If I construct a wooden ship
and then proceed to change its planks, one at a time, at which point does it lose its initial identity?
ibid p32-33

18.

On two occasions during the years I spent in Boston, I was privileged to have personal audiences with the Rav. The first time,
in the winter of 1972, we spoke for over an hour. Two points in this conversation particularly stand out. I asked what he would
recommend that I study to build an authentic hashkafa; in response, he advised that I study the aggadot of the Sages and
Ramban’s Commentary on the Torah—and, of course, learn as much Talmud as possible. What I find interesting, in retrospect,
is that he did not recommend studying a systematic philosophic work, such as Maimonides’ Guide; nor, on the other hand,
some Rabbinic “handbook,” such as Mesillat Yesharim. Rather, he seemed to tell me to create my own synthetic picture from
classical Rabbinic sources and rishonim
An exchange with the Rav by R. Yehonatan Chipman - taken from http://hitzeiyehonatan.blogspot.com

Rav Soloveitchik’s advice is interesting, although it is not certain that the writer’s conclusions concerning ‘synthesized
hashkafa’ are indeed the Rav’s true intention.
Which areas of study are legitimate sources from which a gadol will form his ‘shikul hada’at’ on hashkafic issues?

oh,yek ohbhbg ov obnt /oh,asja ohaurp tku hnmgn oh,hsca ohrcs obht /// ukt oherpc rnt rat ohrcsva gsu
vcrv hrucjnu - ohasjvu ohbunsev if - od ohpuxukhpv hrcsnu /ovhrucjn o,kuzu sunk,u ,uarsnc ohnfj hrcsn
!vrnta hnn ,ntv gnau /ost hbc

19.

oherp vbunak vnsev

The Rambam clearly forms his views based not only on traditional Torah sources but also on non-Jewish sources which
he understands to be true to Torah values. How far does that go? To what degree are ‘modern’ ideas legitimate
ingredients in the formula which dictates how a gadol beTorah exercises his shikul hada’at? To what extent is such da’at
Torah corrupted or enhanced by exposure to non-Torah sources. This question is itself the subject of hashkafic debate!!
This question of psak in hashkafa is a MUCH bigger topic and will iy’H be dealt with in Part 2!
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